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Kindle helps give birth to ‘Cyber Baby'

‘Cyber Baby’, a Science Fiction Fantasy novel, has been released by the popular ebook
publisher Kindle, and is reportedly bringing Futurism into the 21st century.

Hastings, East Sussex (PRWEB UK) 12 February 2012 -- Merging Science Fiction Fantasy with cutting edge
quantum physics theory into an easy-to-read humorous adult novel, this is surely a must for cyber wonks and
scientists alike, or for those just wanting to broaden their minds.

Sexy mind-reading animates, virtual time travel and possible solutions to the global energy crisis are just a
selection of themes that will immerse you into a brave new city civilisation of the future.

The story is centred around the main character Ash, a cocky present-day trouble-shooter, who is dragged into
the future by the powerful matriarchal leader of Singapore in order to solve an energy crisis threatening the
planet. Its life, but not as he knew it...

Speaking in a recent interview, Warwick underlines the challenges that faced him in his latest venture,
‘Writing an engaging novel bearing the fruits of possible future technological solutions has been a challenge, to
say the least. And I wanted the book to be accessible to both men and women. That’s why I needed a woman’s
touch to the literary style. Catherine Higginson of survivefrance.com has added that extra edge of femininity. I
believe that, although primarily aimed at the Adult Science Fiction Fantasy market, women will also find it
empowering, and tongue-in-cheek. A kind of Blade Runner meets Barbarella, if you will - except this time it's
the opposite sex who are in control!'

Futurist writer Warwick Deal, author of Cyber Baby, is a former International Management Consultant to the
medical Industry. He has travelled and worked in over 25 countries, and has chosen the ultra-modern city state
of Singapore as the novel's primary setting for good reason. He has more notably acted as a freelance consultant
to the global scientific community on renewable energy systems, and is also a World Music promoter.

For more information about Cyber Baby, please visit tridi.com or go directly to Amazon.co.uk
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Contact Information
Simon Deal
01424445745

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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